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Traditional Tibetan medicine (Tibetan:
à½–à½¼à½‘à¼‹à½€à¾±à½²à¼‹à½‚à½¦à½¼à¼‹à½–à¼‹à½¢à½²à½‚à¼‹à½”à¼‹, Wylie: bod kyi gso ba rig
pa), also known as Sowa-Rigpa medicine, is a centuries-old traditional medical system that employs a
complex approach to diagnosis, incorporating techniques such as pulse analysis and urinalysis, and utilizes
behavior and dietary modification, medicines composed of ...
Traditional Tibetan medicine - Wikipedia
The Sino-Tibetan languages, in a few sources also known as Trans-Himalayan, are a family of more than 400
languages spoken in East Asia, Southeast Asia and South Asia.The family is second only to Indo-European
in terms of the number of native speakers. The Sino-Tibetan languages with the most native speakers are the
varieties of Chinese (1.3 billion), Burmese (33 million), and the Tibetic ...
Sino-Tibetan languages - Wikipedia
Language Dictionaries and Translators "Breaking the barriers of language through learning" Word2Word is
pleased to provide these dictionary links in the hope of all people developing a better understanding of others
through the use of language.
Online Language Dictionaries and Translators - Word2Word
â€¢NepaliSong: Nepali songs to listen â€¢ Text from the Nepali translated version of Alice's adventures in
Wonderland (Lewis Carroll), annoted corpus, by Netra Prasad Paudyal (2014) â€¢ In search of the oldest
Nepalese manuscript by Kengo Harimoto, in Rivista degli studi orientali (2011)
Nepali Dictionary Online Translation LEXILOGOS >>
21-Feb-2017: With Android 7.1.1, Tibetan support for Android is now complete. Tibetan is offered as a
language for Android's UI, and with this release, also a Tibetan keyboard is included, which is installed
automatically, once Tibetan is added as a language for Android in settings.
Digital Tibetan - Digital Tibetan
Tibetan is Tibetic language spoken mainly in the Tibet Autonomous Region of the People's Republic of
China, and also in parts of India and Nepal. According to the 1990 census, there are 1.2 million speakers of
Standard Tibetan, which is also known as Lhasa Tibetan, and is the Tibetic language with ...
Tibetan alphabet, pronunciation and language - Omniglot
Hyphenation: dicâ€§tionâ€§ary Noun []. dictionary (plural dictionaries) . A reference work with a list of words
from one or more languages, normally ordered alphabetically, explaining each word's meaning, and
sometimes containing information on its etymology, pronunciation, usage, translations, and other data.
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